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ABSTRACT: Probing the electrochemistry of single molecules is a direct
pathway toward a microscopic understanding of a variety of electron transfer
processes related to energy science, such as electrocatalysis and solar fuel cells.
In this context, Zaleski et al. recently studied the single electron transfer
reaction of the dye molecule rhodamine-6G (R6G) by electrochemical single
molecule surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (EC-SMSERS) (J. Phys.
Chem. C 2015, 119, 28226−28234). In that work, the reductions of the dye
molecule R6G were not only observed in the same potential range as in the
ensemble surface cyclic voltammogram but also seen under some less negative
potentials. Aiming to understand and explain this experiment theoretically, we
relate the binding energy of R6G+ adsorbed on a silver nanoparticle (AgNP)
to its reduction potential and further use periodic density functional theory to
calculate this adsorption energy at different local surface sites. Well-defined
crystal facets and defective surfaces, are considered. We find that the calculated adsorption energy distribution of the strongest
binding states at each surface site closely matches the potential range of the experimentally observed Faradaic events. Moreover,
the underpotential events are explained by the metastable adsorption states with less binding strength compared with those
corresponding to Faradaic events. Our study reveals the importance of the heterogeneity of surface structures on the AgNP and
offers a new perspective on understanding single molecule electrochemical behavior.

1. INTRODUCTION

Electrochemistry is at the heart of various disciplines such as
electrocatalysis, solar energy conversion, organic light-emitting
diodes and molecular electronic devices. Studying electro-
chemical reactions at the ensemble level has been established
for several decades and typically involves measuring the current
induced by trillions of molecules. Considerable experimental
and theoretical efforts toward a deeper understanding of
nanoscale electrochemistry have started in the past two
decades. The first detection of a single molecule electro-
chemical process was achieved by Fan and Bard in 19951 using
the “redox cycling” method,2,3 in which the weak current
response from a single chemically reversible redox molecule is
magnified by allowing the repeated reduction and oxidation of
this molecule within a nanogap between a pair of biased
electrodes. Instead of directly detecting Faradaic current of
electroactive molecules,4 state-of-the-art high-resolution optical
spectroscopies, such as single molecule fluorescence spectros-
copy and surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS), can
be employed for the electrochemical detection of a single
molecule if the redox states of the molecule are characterized by
different optical responses.5,6 For instance, single molecule
fluorescence spectroscopy has been applied in probing the

electrochemical behavior of a dye molecule, cresyl violet, whose
fluorescence intensity experiences a sharp increase upon
oxidation.7 Similarly, by examining Nile Blue with single
molecule SERS (SMSERS) during an electrochemical cycle, the
reduction and oxidation processes can be captured with the loss
and reappearance of the SMSERS signal, respectively.8,9

In parallel with the experimental effort to investigate
nanoscale electrochemistry, considerable efforts have been
made in studying electrocatalytic processes on nanoparticles
with density functional theory (DFT).10 For instance, extensive
theoretical studies on the electrochemical behavior of reactions
such as the hydrogen evolution reaction, which is critical in
solar energy conversion processes, have been reported in the
literature.11−14 The catalytic mechanism is usually attributed to
the existence of atomic level binding sites on the nanoparticle
surface. However, these theoretical efforts are mainly focused
on electrocatalytic processes on diatomic or triatomic
molecules that possess very few degrees of freedom. To the
best of our knowledge, little to no theoretical work exists to
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describe the electrochemical behavior of relatively large
molecules observed in optical spectroscopy correlated electro-
chemical reactions.15,16

In this context, we focus on recent experimental work by
Zaleski et al.,17 where the authors examined single electron
transfer events at the nanoscale using electrochemical single
molecule surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (EC-
SMSERS). Only a brief summary of the experiment is
presented here; an extensive description can be found in ref
17. In the experiment, single R6G molecules are adsorbed to a
silver nanoparticle (AgNP) surface; the AgNPs are then
covalently attached to an indium tin oxide (ITO) working
electrode. The authors use an airtight glass spectroelectro-
chemical cell in order to ensure the observation of single
electron transfer events. A reduction or oxidation event of R6G
is indicated by the disappearance or appearance of the R6G
cation SMSERS signal during an electrochemical cycle,
respectively. The SMSERS signal of R6G is monitored as the
applied potential is stepped from 0 to −1.2 V and back to 0 V
in 0.1 V increments; SMSERS signal loss events occur as a
result of reduction of the R6G molecule. The statistical
distribution of the SMSERS signal loss potential, or reduction
potential, is represented as a histogram, as shown in Figure 1 in
comparison to the bulk R6G surface cyclic voltammogram
(CV). Careful examination of the ensemble surface CV of R6G
in Figure 1C shows that the number of molecules that
contribute to the cathodic peak experiences a sharp decrease
compared with the oxidative peak. The authors attribute this to
the fact that the R6G neutral radical species desorbs from the
AgNP after reduction, which they also observe in the single
molecule electrochemistry experiment R6G in a way that the
return of the SMSERS signal during the backward potential
scan is seen in only two out of 44 SMSERS signal loss events.
The comparison between the SMSERS signal loss potential
histogram and the ensemble surface CV shows that the majority
of the recorded SMSERS signal loss events are within the
expected Faradaic potential window; however, some SMSERS

signal loss events were found at less negative potentials that are
beyond the Faradaic potential range (from −1.2 to −0.7 V).
The three events at −0.5 and −0.6 V are believed to be the
reduction events, as they appear at the tail of the Faradaic
events distribution. However, the four events captured at much
less negative potentials, −0.3 and −0.4 V, are more likely
caused by some other process since the reduction events
distribution should decay exponentially toward the less negative
potentials. These non-Faradaic events are out of the scope of
this article, so only the reduction events found at −0.5 and −0.6
V will be discussed in this paper. We refer to the three single
molecule reduction events at less negative potentials as
underpotential events by comparing them with the reduction
peak in the ensemble surface CV. The reduction reaction in this
underpotential range is less thermodynamically favorable, so in
the bulk electrochemistry only a very small number of
molecules contribute to the Faradaic current, and their
contribution cannot be seen in the ensemble surface CV
because of the much larger capacitive double layer current. The
authors postulate that the observed underpotential reduction
events are due to local surface curvature features that are rich
on the AgNP but minor on the bulk Ag surface.
The primary aim of this work is to develop a theoretical

description of the origin of the distribution in the single
molecule reduction histogram shown in Figure 1C. As
suggested in previous studies,17,18 we assume that the reduction
potential distribution observed in the SMSERS experiment
originates from the various binding sites available for R6G on
the AgNP. To support this hypothesis, this work explores the
electrochemical reduction of R6G on various Ag surface
topologies by means of DFT calculations. We find a
semiquantitative agreement between theory and experiment
for the potential window of the experimentally determined
Faradaic events. Furthermore, our approach allows the
identification of a class of metastable adsorption states as the
candidates for the experimentally observed underpotential
events. Our work provides an ab initio understanding of how

Figure 1. (A) Schematic representing the one-electron redox reaction of R6G cation (R6G+) (left) to its neutral radical form (R6G·) (right). (B)
Representative SMSERS spectra of R6G+ (red) and R6G· (blue) acquired at 532 nm; the loss in the R6G+ SMSERS signal signifies the
electrochemical conversion of R6G+ to R6G·. The bottom schematic represents the sample used for SMSERS measurements, where the R6G+

molecules are adsorbed to AgNPs on an ITO working electrode. (C) SMSERS signal loss histogram compared with a bulk surface cyclic
voltammogram on a Ag electrode. Adapted from ref 17. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.
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the electrochemical reactions at the nanoscale are connected to
the nanoscale surface structures and the microscopic
configurations.

2. HYPOTHESIS AND COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE
The electrochemical reaction being studied in this work is

+ ⇄+ −R6G (ads) e R6G (ads)0
(1)

where (ads) refers to R6G adsorbed on the AgNP on which the
electrochemical reduction occurs. The standard electrochemical
potential E° of such an electron transfer reaction is defined by

the free energy difference for the reaction, i.e. ° = − Δ °E G
e
. An

exact free energy of the electrochemical system should include
the contributions from all aspects, e.g., ionic vibrations and
adsorbate translation and rotation, but these are often
technically impossible to determine for a large adsorbate like
R6G. In order to capture the dominant contributions, we
simplify the theoretical framework by ignoring contributions
from some aspects on the basis of reasonable assumptions and
experimental facts.
First of all, the ITO substrate is excluded in our model. In the

SMSERS experiment, the AgNP covalently attached to the ITO
acts as the working electrode and is held at one of the constant
potential steps while the reduction reaction occurs. Although
ITO often has variations in the local conductivity,19,20 we
assume that the AgNPs involved in the observed SMSERS
signal loss events are in perfect electrical contact with the
substrate. This assumption is corroborated by the fact that
there are some AgNP aggregates that undergo no SMSERS
signal loss upon potential steps, indicating that they are on a
nonconductive portion of the ITO;17 all of the observed
SMSERS loss events are thus assumed to be on conductive
portions of the ITO and the AgNP to be in complete electrical
contact.
Therefore, we assume here that the variation in the reduction

potential for different events arises from the single variation in
the electron affinity (EA) of the R6G+ adsorbed on the AgNP.
In doing so, we evaluate the reduction potential of the R6G+ by
its EA and assume that the solvent and entropic contributions
to the reduction potential are the same for each event. This
assumption is reasonable because the R6G molecule is relatively
large compared with a surface atom (Ag) and the disturbance
from the solvent and thermal effect does not significantly affect
its energetics.
The electron affinity of the adsorbed R6G is defined as

follows:

= − +E n E nEA ( ) ( 1)R6G(ads) R6G(ads) e R6G(ads) e (2)

where ne is the number of electrons in the adsorbed R6G. The
total energy of the adsorbed R6G can be decomposed into the
energy of the isolated molecule, Eiso(R6G

0/+), and the
adsorption energy, Eads, which is defined as the total energy
difference between the separated and combined R6G−AgNP
systems. Therefore, the electron affinity associated with the
R6G reduction reaction is given by

= +

− +

+ +E E

E E

EA [ (R6G ) (R6G on Ag)]

[ (R6G ) (R6G on Ag)]

R6G(ads) iso ads

iso
0

ads
0

(3)

The adsorption energy of R6G0 here is technically challenging
to evaluate, mainly because the R6G0 is not stable on the
neutral metallic surface and exists only under an applied

electrochemical potential. However, the experimentally ob-
served desorption of R6G0 implies that only very weak binding
exists between R6G0 and the AgNP upon reduction, so this
experimental fact enables us to drop Eads(R6G

0 on Ag) in eq 3
and focus on the major contribution in EA. Then eq 3 reduces
to

= + +
+ EEA EA (R6G on Ag)R6G(ads) R6G (iso) ads (4)

where the electron affinity of the isolated R6G cation,
EAR6G

+
(iso), is a constant. Equation 4 provides a direct link

between the experimentally measured reduction potential and
the adsorption energy of the R6G cation on the Ag surface. We
can therefore postulate that the observed distribution of the
experimental single molecule reduction events will also be seen
in the adsorption energies of R6G+. The surface structure of the
AgNPs used in the experimental study is much more
complicated than a perfect single crystal surface; it includes
not only well-defined crystal facets but also defect sites like
kinks, steps, and corners. This complexity of the NP surface
thus provides a wide spectrum of binding sites, leading to
various molecular adsorption states. Several experimental
studies have shown that metallic nanoparticles exhibit multiple
crystal facets and defective surface structures.21−23 Some
theoretical works have further discovered that defect sites
play an important role in electrocatalysis. For instance, step
sites contribute most to the overall rate of ammonia synthesis,24

and defect sites on AgNPs have been found to be more active
than the close-packed [111] crystal facet for various reactions
like O2 dissociation.

25

A variety of binding sites on AgNPs have been reported in
the literature as active sites for electrocatalytic reactions.25−32

There are atop, bridge, and hollow sites on well-defined crystal
facets and adatom, vacancy, step, and kink sites on defective
surface structures. Among all of these available binding sites on
a AgNP, we consider here eight specific surface sites, as
illustrated in Figure 2: four well-defined, defect-free Ag crystal
facets (terrace-[111], terrace-[110], terrace-[100], and terrace-
[211]) and four defect-rich terrace-[111] sites (adatom, kink,
vacancy, and step). This choice of specific sites is motivated by
their frequent observation in reported experiments using

Figure 2. Eight different types of surfaces on which the adsorption
energies of the R6G cation were investigated. The Ag surface
structures on the left depict well-defined, defect-free crystal facets:
terrace-[111], terrace-[110], terrace-[100], and terrace-[211]. The Ag
surface structures on the right depict defect-rich surface sites
constructed from the terrace-[111] site. The total number of
orientations listed for each Ag surface site represents the number of
different R6G molecular configurations tested as starting geometries.
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AgNPs. The atop, bridge, and hollow sites are not considered
here for the adsorption of R6G+, as these atomic level sites
contribute to variation of the adsorption only when the size of
the adsorbate is comparable to the crystal lattice constant. All of
the surface sites are treated theoretically by the repeated slab
model with periodic boundary conditions. We believe that the
use of a periodic slab model is a robust approximation of the
AgNP surface structure for three reasons. First, the AgNPs
employed in the experiment range from 40 to 60 nm in
diameter,17 whereas the size of the R6G molecule is
approximately 1 nm.33 Second, both theoretical predictions
by Plieth34 and experimental findings by Ivanova and
Zamborini35 have shown that the AgNP exhibits a redox
potential that approaches its bulk value by an accuracy of 0.01
eV as its size goes beyond 25 nm in diameter. Finally, a slab
model is considered to be more accurate than a cluster model
to evaluate adsorption energy.36,37

To model defect-free terrace-[111], terrace-[110], terrace-
[100], and terrace-[211] sites, we employ five layers of Ag
atoms constructed as face-centered cubic (fcc) lattice crystal
surfaces with the experimental lattice constant (4.09 Å) and the
corresponding Miller indices. The defect-rich Ag surfaces are
then constructed from the terrace-[111] site by adding a
partially packed layer to create a kink, step, or adatom surface
or by removing a single Ag atom to create a vacancy.
Constructing the surface sites in this way ensures that there are
always five Ag layers below the molecule at any position.
Indeed, five Ag layers are found to be necessary to accurately
describe the adsorption of R6G+ on a Ag slab. An additional Ag
layer changes the calculated energies by less than 0.01 eV (see
the Supporting Information), which is an order of magnitude
less than the potential steps of 0.1 V used in the EC-SMSERS
experiment. In the normal direction, the slabs are separated by
a vacuum region with a thickness of 60 Å to exclude interslab
interactions. A unit cell with a large enough lateral dimension is
required to eliminate the interaction between the R6G cation
and its neighbors along the x and y directions. Considering the
computational cost, a large unit cell size of 20 Å × 20 Å × 60 Å
was found to be adequate. The total energy of the R6G+ in such
a unit cell differs from that of an ideal isolated R6G+ by less
than 0.03 eV (see the Supporting Information). Therefore, we
employ a repeated (7 × 7) unit cell for the terrace-[110] site
and a repeated (9 × 8) unit cell for all of the other terrace sites
and defect sites, which guarantees a large enough unit cell for all
of the surface sites.
The nonflat structure of the R6G molecule introduces

multiple degrees of freedom into the adsorption geometry,
which can result in a variety of adsorption states characterized
by different molecular orientations at the same surface site. The
xanthene plane of the R6G+ is perpendicular to the phenyl
plane in its gas phase geometry. We define the adsorption
geometries of R6G+ on the Ag surface as “parallel”, “flipped”,
“twisted parallel”, “twisted flipped”, and “skewed”, as illustrated
in Figure S6. In the “parallel” geometry, R6G+ in its gas phase
geometry has its xanthene plane parallel to the Ag surface with
the ester group on the phenyl ring pointing away from the
surface. The “flipped” geometry is then described by the same
gas phase R6G+ with its two ethylamine groups on the
xanthene plane and the substituent group of the phenyl ring
pointing toward the Ag surface. Next, twisting the phenyl ring
of the R6G+ in the “parallel” and “flipped” geometries, making
the phenyl plane no longer perpendicular to the xanthene
plane, gives us the “twisted parallel” and “twisted flipped”

geometries, respectively. Lastly, the “skewed” geometry has one
ethylamine group and the ester group on the pendant phenyl
ring “contacting” the Ag surface. These five configurations are
used as starting geometries for the terrace, vacancy-[111], and
adatom-[111] sites. The stairlike structure on kink-[111] and
step-[111] sites allows multiple adsorption geometries for
either the “flipped” or “parallel” configuration. For instance, the
“flipped” R6G+ could make different binding by letting the two
ethylamine groups of the xanthene plane or the ester group of
the phenyl ring rest on the stairlike structure. We consider here
only “parallel” and “flipped” configurations at the kink and step
sites (see Figures S13 and S14). The twisted molecules at kink
and step sites and the “twisted parallel” geometry at vacancy-
[111] and adatom-[111] sites are not considered because of
their expected weak binding energies. Finally, a total of 39
different binding configurations are explored in this work.
Self-consistent DFT calculations using a plane-wave

implementation are employed to obtain the stabilized
adsorption states of R6G+ on the Ag surface. The Perdew−
Burke−Ernzerhof (PBE) generalized gradient approximation38

is used for the exchange−correlation potential. The atomic
cores are described by the pseudopotentials generated by the
projector augmented-wave (PAW) method.39,40 The electronic
wave functions are represented using a plane wave basis set
with a cutoff energy of 400 eV. A single Γ k-point sampling is
enough for the convergence of the self-consistent electron
density in all of the employed large unit cells. Methfessel−
Paxton smearing41 of order 1 with a σ value of 0.001 eV and
Pulay mixing42 are applied to aid convergence. The atomic
positions of the three bottom Ag layers are fixed at the
experimental lattice constant (4.09 Å43), and all of the other
nuclei are allowed to relax until the residual forces on all of
these ions are less than 0.025 eV/Å. The van der Waals (vdW)
correction to the energies and forces is introduced at each
optimization step with the post-SCF Tkatchenko−Scheffler
scheme.44 This correction is essential to describe the
interaction between the R6G+ molecule and the Ag surface. It
gives reasonable binding energies and adsorption distances for
physisorbed molecules.45 The calculated interaction energy
between R6G+ and the Ag surface without the vdW correction
is very small (∼0.02 eV), which could not explain the
experimentally observed strong binding of R6G+ (see the
Supporting Information). All of the DFT calculations were
performed with the Vienna Ab Initio Software Package
(VASP).46−48

The charge state description of the R6G cation is
accomplished in our electronic structure method by assigning
a deficit electron to the system. In order to avoid electrostatic
energy divergence for the charged periodic system, a
neutralizing uniform countercharge density is added across
the entire unit cell.49 This prevents us from calculating the
adsorption energy from a direct energy difference between the
combined and separated systems. Therefore, a specific
procedure is employed here to calculate the adsorption energy
as

= + +− −E E E Eads int mol relax surf relax (5)

where Eint is the energy of the direct R6G−Ag interaction
(mainly constituted by the image and vdW interaction), which
is evaluated as the energy difference between the bound state
and an “off” state obtained by shifting the molecule 20 Å away
from the Ag surface. Bader analysis50 is applied to each “off”
state, and the charge state of a cation is always seen on the
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molecule with an accuracy of 0.001e, where e is the elementary
charge. The adsorbed R6G+ not only distorts itself but also
modifies the Ag surface structure. Emol−relax, the relaxation
energy of the molecule, describes the distortion of the
adsorbate R6G+ from its gas phase geometry, and Esurf−relax,
the relaxation energy of the Ag surface, captures the
reconstruction of the Ag slab due to the adsorption. Therefore,
Emol−relax is calculated as the difference between the energies of
the isolated R6G+ in its adsorbate geometry and in its gas phase
geometry. The energies of both geometries are calculated in a
cubic periodic box with a side length of 30 Å (see the
Supporting Information). Similarly, Esurf−relax is given by the
energy difference between the Ag slab modified by the
molecule and the relaxed Ag slab with three fixed bottom Ag
layers; both energies are calculated in the same unit cell as that
of the bound state. This specific procedure ensures a well-
defined adsorption energy that excludes the additional effects
from the neutralizing background charge.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, on the basis of the direct link established in eq 4,
we demonstrate one possible origin of the observed variation in
R6G reduction potential by examining various binding states of
R6G on different Ag surfaces.
We first examine the binding motifs with the largest

magnitude of adsorption energy on each surface site, i.e., the
respective most stable configurations, as summarized in Figure
3. These configurations are the most probable binding motifs
and are therefore the most likely to be observed experimentally.
The adsorption distance, measured from the top Ag layer to the
closest molecular atom along the normal direction on the flat
terrace sites and the vacancy-[111] site, mostly ranges in
between 2.02 and 2.05 Å, except that the terrace-[100] site
allows for a much shorter distance of 1.63 Å.

When the Ag surface is mainly flat, as is the case for the
terrace-[111], terrace-[110], terrace-[100], and vacancy-[111]
sites, R6G+ preferentially adsorbs in the “parallel” configuration.
This configuration enables the strongest binding motif of R6G+

on a flat surface, primarily because of the maximized interaction
between the xanthene plane of R6G+ and the Ag surface. As
shown in Figure 3, the adsorption energies of the most stable
binding motifs on these flat surface sites (terrace-[111], terrace-
[110], terrace-[100], and vacancy-[111]) are −2.18, −2.11,
−1.93, and −2.08 eV, respectively. With similar molecular
relaxation energies (0.27−0.30 eV) and surface relaxation
energies (0.01−0.05 eV) in these states, the molecule−surface
interaction, Eint, is the dominant contribution that determines
the ordering of the aforementioned adsorption energies; its
values are −2.49, −2.40, −2.25, and −2.40 eV, respectively. The
close-packed [111] facet, with a surface atom density of 0.14
atom/Å2 and an interlayer distance of 2.36 Å, stands out with
the largest Eint (−2.49 eV). The vacancy-[111] and terrace-
[110] sites come after with the same Eint (−2.40 eV) for
different reasons. With one less surface atom in the top layer, it
is easily understood that the vacancy-[111] site comes with a
smaller Eint than that at the terrace-[111] site. Nonetheless, the
terrace-[110] site possesses the smallest surface atom packing
density (0.08 atom/Å2) among these flat surfaces, but a much
smaller interlayer distance of 1.45 Å compared with the other
facets raises Eint to the same value as for the vacancy-[111] site
(−2.40 eV). Lastly, the terrace-[100] site, with a surface atom
density of 0.12 atom/Å2 and an interlayer distance of 2.05 Å,
allows an Eint of only −2.25 eV, which makes it the least
probable adsorption site among all of the surface sites.
In addition to the “parallel” geometries discussed above, the

“twisted parallel” geometry also leads to a strong binding motif
on the terrace-[111] site, whose adsorption energy is −2.06 eV.
This binding motif comes with an Eint of −2.54 eV, similar to
that in the “parallel” configuration, since the xanthene plane is

Figure 3. Schematics illustrating the binding motifs that are the most stable binding states on the eight surface sites. The molecule−surface distance
is measured along the normal direction, given by the distance from the lowest atom in the molecule to the average position of the top layer of silver
atoms along normal direction. The numbers below each configuration are Eads (red), Eint (blue), Emol−relax (black), and Esurf−relax (purple).
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still parallel to the surface. But the binding strength is reduced
significantly by the Emol−relax of 0.45 eV resulting from twisting
of the phenyl ring.
Exploration of the defect-rich surface sites reveals that

roughness of a Ag surface structure leads to stronger binding
than that on flat surfaces. First, the “parallel” geometry binds to
the terrace-[211] site with an adsorption energy of −2.37 eV,
exhibiting the highest stability among all the binding motifs
(see Figure 3). This is mainly because the terrace-[211] site
offers much more roughness than the other terrace sites and
exhibits a stepped surface structure, although it is constructed
as a well-defined crystal facet. We find a minor twist of the
phenyl ring in this “parallel” configuration at the terrace-[211]
site, but this binding motif shows similar Emol−relax (0.28 eV)
and Emol−surf (0.01 eV) and allows for a much larger molecule−
surface interaction (−2.66 eV) compared with what is found in
the other “parallel” geometries on flat surfaces. Second, another
kind of “parallel configuration” with its xanthene plane leaning
against the stairlike defect structure is identified as the most
stable binding motif at the kink-[111] and step-[111] sites. The
kink-[111] site allows for an adsorption energy of −2.32 eV
with an Eint of 2.76 eV and relaxation energies of 0.41 eV
(Emol−relax) and 0.03 eV (Esurf−relax). The step-[111] site (Eads =
−2.28 eV) comes after with a lower Eint (−2.55 eV), lower
Emol−relax (0.24 eV), and the same Esurf−relax (0.03 eV). Lastly, the
adatom-[111] site prefers the “flipped” configuration as the
most probable R6G+ adsorption state. The adsorption of a
flipped R6G+ onto flat surfaces tends to be weak because the
induced distortion is significant (Emol−relax ∼ 0.5 eV; see Figure
4) compared with other stable binding motifs such as “parallel”
configurations on flat surfaces and “flipped” configurations on
kink-[111] and step-[111] sites. However, the single additional
Ag atom at the adatom-[111] site results in an Eint of −2.60 eV,
making the “flipped” configuration the most stable binding
motif on this site, characterized by an adsorption energy of
−2.18 eV, similar to the most stable state at terrace-[111]
(−2.18 eV).
It is noteworthy that the flipped R6G+ configuration also

strongly binds at step-[111] and kink-[111] sites. As illustrated
in Figure 4, the stairlike structure at the step-[111] site is a
similar structural fit with the flipped R6G molecule, where not
only a large Eint (−2.54 eV) but also a small Emol−relax (0.24 eV)
is observed. This is also observed for the kink-[111] site, on

which the adsorption energy of the “flipped” geometry is −2.26
eV, with an Eint of −2.43 eV and an Emol−relax of 0.15 eV.
The R6G−Ag binding motifs with the highest stabilities at

the eight explored Ag surface sites (see Figure 3) can be
associated with the Faradaic events observed in the ensemble
surface CV because they are the binding states most favored by
the eight individual surface sites studied. The adsorption
energies of these binding motifs, ranging from −1.93 to −2.37
eV, constitute the “Faradaic region” energy window in Figure 5.

Referring to eqs 2−4, which link the adsorption energy of R6G+

with its reduction potential, we do not attempt to match the
exact theoretical values with the experimental values, but we
instead compare the energy window ranges. In fact, the 0.44 eV
adsorption energy range of the “Faradaic region” in Figure 5
does match closely to the 0.5 V reduction potential range of
Faradaic events observed in the EC-SMSERS data, up to the
experimental accuracy (0.1 V) (see Figure 1C). This semi-
quantitative agreement between the calculated adsorption
energy range of the most stable binding motifs on all of the
surface sites and the observed potential range of Faradaic events

Figure 4. Flipped R6G+ configurations on terrace-[111], terrace-[100], vacancy-[111], step-[111], and kink-[111] sites. The numbers below each
configuration are Eads (red), Eint (blue), Emol−relax (black), and Esurf−relax (purple). It is observed here that the R6G distorts more on a flat surface than
on step-[111] and kink-[111] since the stairlike structure on the latter conforms to the overall shape of the R6G molecule.

Figure 5. Eads(R6G
+ on Ag) for various binding motifs. The eight

crosses to the right of the blue dashed line represent the most stable
configurations for the eight unique surface types, which fall in a 0.44
eV window. This window corresponds to the potential range of
experimental Faradaic events in Figure 1C. In the underpotential
region, 11 metastable binding states within adsorption energies
ranging between −1.73 and −1.93 eV are the candidates for
underpotential events.
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supports our proposed hypothesis concerning the existence of
various binding sites and the weak binding of neutral R6G0 on
the AgNP.
Now that we have determined a class of stable adsorption

states that correspond to the experimental EC-SMSERS
Faradaic events, we can start to investigate the nanoscopic
origin of the experimentally observed underpotential events.
The experimentally determined SMSERS signal loss potential
histogram captures some underpotential reduction events
within a potential range of approximately 0.2 V (see Figure
1) below the Faradaic events range. These underpotential
events are considered here to be associated with the reduction
of a variety of metastable binding motifs. These metastable
states are the explored binding motifs that fall within a 0.2 eV
adsorption energy range just next to the theoretical Faradaic
region (see Figure 5). They are characterized by a weaker
binding strength compared with the most stable adsorption
state at each respective surface site. Accordingly, they are much
less probable and not observed in a bulk electrochemical
experiment. In spite of being less probable, the adsorbed R6G+

may remain at a metastable state if the energy barrier for
switching toward a more stable molecular orientation is
significantly high compared with the thermal fluctuation
(kBT). The above assumption may be satisfied if the adsorption
state transition is achieved by a desorb−switch−adsorb process,
because such a transition will have to overcome an energy
barrier that amounts to the magnitude of Eint, which is more
than 1 eV (see Figure S3 for the potential well of such an
interaction for the [110]-(parallel) binding motif).
We identified 11 R6G−Ag binding configurations, or

“metastable” states, from the adsorption energy range between
−1.73 and −1.93 eV, as depicted in the underpotential region
of Figure 5 and illustrated in Figure 6. These metastable states
can be classified into two groups of binding motifs. The first
group of candidates for underpotential events includes six

binding motifs on defect-free surface sites: “flipped”, “twisted
flipped”, and “twisted parallel” geometries at the terrace-[110]
and terrace-[100] sites. These binding motifs feature relatively
large Eint (between −2.23 and −2.41 eV) and significantly
heavy molecular distortion (Emol−relax between 0.36 and 0.52
eV) compared with the most stable binding motifs at defect-
free sites. The defect-rich sites then provide another several
candidates, including three “flipped” geometries at step-[111],
vacancy-[111], and kink-[111] sites, one tilted “parallel”
configuration at the step-[111] site, and a “parallel” geometry
at the adatom-[111] site.
Schematic illustrations and adsorption energies for all of the

explored binding geometries are summarized in the Supporting
Information. The binding states whose adsorption energies are
even less than 1.73 eV in magnitude are not discussed here
because their binding strengths are too weak and possibly are
not observed in the experiment.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
The ability to probe the electrochemical reaction at the single
molecule level enables an excellent interplay between theory
and experiment. In order to provide an explanation for (1) the
broad reduction potential distribution and (2) the under-
potential single electron transfer events observed experimen-
tally with SMSERS, this study explored different binding
configurations of R6G+ on various defect-free and defect-rich
Ag surface sites, which can in turn affect the experimentally
observed reduction potential of the molecule. The surface
structure on the AgNP was modeled as a planar periodic
surface, and eight binding sites were considered. Using DFT,
we have demonstrated that the presence of multiple binding
sites on the AgNP leads to the reduction potential distribution
observed in the EC-SMSERS experiment. Semiquantitative
agreement was obtained between the theoretical adsorption
energy window and the experimental SMSERS single loss
potential distribution, further supporting our hypothesis.
Moreover, we identified a few metastable adsorption states as
candidates for the experimentally observed underpotential
reduction events. These states are less stable and thus less
probable to be observed, but the significant geometry
reorganization required to reach a more stable adsorption
state may make it possible to capture them experimentally,
which provides a rationalization of the observed underpotential
events.
Significant molecular distortions observed in many of the

studied R6G−Ag binding motifs can lead to distinct changes in
the vibrational modes of the molecule. This change ought to be
reflected in the Raman signature of the adsorbed molecule. The
simulated Raman spectra of various R6G−Ag binding motifs
may enable another excellent way of connecting theory to
experiment and can further provide a means for visualizing how
surface defects and binding states on AgNPs affect the observed
optical response. Our theoretical approach can be extended to
an array of complex molecules and surfaces, which is critical
when considering other electrochemical systems relevant to
electrocatalytic processes on metal nanoparticles, for example.
Furthermore, we anticipate that both the kinetics and
thermodynamics of the electrochemical reaction of R6G will
exhibit site-dependent behavior. The kinetics dispersion of the
electron transfer reaction at the electrode surface will be studied
by applying ab initio DFT to the Marcus−Hush−Chidsey
model,51−54 which is a successful application of the Marcus
theory to the kinetics of electrode reactions.

Figure 6. Schematics of the binding motif candidates for metastable
states from the adsorption energy window between −1.73 and −1.93
eV. The number below each configuration is Eads.
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